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Introduction: Oxia Planum (OP) [1] is the selected 

landing site for the ExoMars Rosalind Franklin (RF) 

Rover. The goal of the reformulated ExoMars Rosalind 

Franklin mission, now in planning for launch in 2028, is 

to search for signs of past and present life and to 

characterize the water and geochemical environment in 

the subsurface as a function of depth. RF will 

accomplish this with its ‘Pasteur’ suite of scientific 

instruments, and a drilling and sampling subsystem to 

retrieve samples for analysis from up to 2 m depth [2]. 

In preparation for the 2022 mission, The ExoMars 

science team undertook a geological mapping exercise 

of the landing site [3] prioritizing the 1-sigma area of 

the 2022 landing ellipses (Fig 1). The goal of this map 

is to develop a thorough understanding prior to rover 

operations of the OP landing site’s geography, 

stratigraphy, and geological history, and to provide 

testable hypotheses to facilitate interpretation of results 

and address the mission’s science objectives. 

Here we present the completed map of Oxia Planum, 

our interpretations of the major geological units, the 

leading hypotheses for some major units and 

implications for astrobiology goals of the mission.

 

 
Figure 1: The 1:25,000 scale landing site map (shown here (a) at 1:130,000), of the proposed ExoMars rover landing 

site in (b) Oxia Planum. Accompanied by cross-section (fig. 2) and the correlation of Map units (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 2: Cross section from of the mapping area (section A-A’ shown in figure 1) with 20x vertical exaggeration. 

 

 
Figure 3: Correlation of map units for the Oxia Planum 

landing site map (Figure 1) 

 

Progress: The map is presented at a scale of 

1:25,000 and includes 14 bedrock geological units in 6 

groups, 6 overlay units and geomorphic linework.  

Interpretations and Hypotheses: This map is a 

detailed investigation into geological units of the 

proposed landing site; however these units are also 

representative of the wider Oxia Planum region. To 

formulate interpretation and hypothesis we incorporate 

these additional contextual observations and consider a 

range of possible interpretations and associated 

confidences presented in [4]. 

Lower bedrock group (lBg; lBg1, lBg 2, lBg3) –

materials with orange tone CaSSIS Near IR 

Panchromatic Blue channel images strongly associated 

with phyllosilicate spectral signatures. Also includes 

brighter ‘knobby’ materials, whether these are 

stratigraphically distinct layers or lateral variation is 

unclear. Contextual observation suggests the origin of 

these units may be the upper part of a lacustrine to 

alluvial succession [5] but it is also likely that the 

alteration predominantly occurred in situ [6, 7]. 

Upper Bedrock group (uBg; uBg1, uBg2, uBg3) – 

uBg1 forms a thin resistant layer directly underlying 

Mm and oDm units. uBg2 and uBg3 host a boxwork of 

upstanding ridges associated with high relief areas such 

as scarps and large ridges. Regionally extensive, this 

unit crops out as a mantling layer, and contains exhumed 

fluvial channel bodies, so an origin related to fluvial and 

groundwater processes is possible, but this may be 

reworking of widespread volcanoclastic material.  

Mound material (Mm; hMm, rMm) – This unit group 

constitutes isolated hills (hMm) and ridges (rMm), 

which are part of a regional population. Mm predates 

the dark group and appears to be remnants of a ~100 m 

thick layer [8]. However, deposition and erosion 

mechanics for the unit are unresolved. 

Dark material (Dm; oDm iDm) – Thin (~1 m), rough 

units with lots of trapped regolith, are found at the top 

of the stratigraphy (oDm) on local topographic highs in 

regional topographic lows, or interbedded with the lBg 

Bright patches (Bp; cfBp, cBp) – Light toned patches 

with concentric layers occur in (<100m) relic impact 

structures or larger (>250m), but not infilled, craters. 

Crater materials (Cm; nCM, rCm, dCm) – Material 

relating to impact craters show degradation states 

varying from fresh dark ejecta (nCm) to degraded and 

overlain rims (dCm). 

Conclusions: The mapping effort is now completed. 

Since the resumption of the ExoMars mission we are 

working towards publication of the map, data and 

accompanying report to support science activities in 

preparation for the planned 2028 launch. 
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